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Introduction
No Equipment Failed/No Malicious Intent (NEF/NMI) cyber-system failures are failures
caused by unforeseen complica<ons that arise from changes made to complex
systems. NEF/NMI failures occur with no equipment failure nor a malicious actor.
Organiza<ons that need to apply updates or make conﬁgura<on changes to their
system(s) will inevitably experience a NEF/NMI cyber-system failure if the proper
precau<ons are not taken to prevent them. The results of these failures can range
anywhere from inconvenient to catastrophic.
This research was conducted based on a case study of a NEF/NMI failure at the Hatch
Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). In this example, a nuclear engineer connected his work
computer to a reactor control system for remote monitoring and administra<on. This
conﬁgura<on change allowed the remote monitoring and administra<on soFware to
push an unauthorized soFware update to the reactor control system. This update
caused the reactor control system to reboot and clear its historical data of reactor
coolant levels. Once other safety systems observed the very sudden drop in coolant
levels, a full shutdown of one of the plant’s two reactors was ini<ated.

Concept of Operations
In order to test and prevent NEF/NMI complex system failures a Systems Integra<on
Engineer (SIE) will require the probability that a failure will occur, as well as the impact
this failure would incur. The SIE will be responsible for the ensuring components/
soFware are introduced to the overall system safely. In order to determine the
probability of system failure in a NPP, the SIE will query the Common Cri<cal Failure
(CCF) database for failures involving the system that is to be modiﬁed. The CCF
database collects failure data in commercial NPPs so a SIE can search for failures
involving the system/component being modiﬁed. The SIE will take the results of this
query, as well as their expert knowledge of the system to determine a probability the
modiﬁca<on will cause a failure. The SIE will then determine the systems cri<cality
based on its classiﬁca<on as one of the following.
- High: digital assets associated with plant safety and trip func<ons/communica<on.
- Medium: digital assets that do not func<onal primarily as safety systems, but may
aﬀect plant safety in their opera<on.
- Low: independent assets that do not aﬀect plant safety or trip func<ons/
communica<on.
The probability and cri<cality of the system/component being modiﬁed are illustrated
in the risk matrix in Figure 1 and are used as input values for the Decision Support
System.

Figure 1

Design
The DSS was built as an Ac<vity Diagram using Innoslate. The Ac<vity Diagram format shows the
overall ﬂow of control of the DSS. The Ac<vity Diagram format was able to clearly depict the diﬀerent
decisions, shown as diamonds in Figure 2, that a user needed to make regarding the likelihood and
impact of a proposed modiﬁca<on to a BWR system. The Ac<vity Diagram also clearly shows the
ac<ons taken by the user, shown as rounded rectangles in Figure 2.
The DSS is based on three diﬀerent op<ons for each the likelihood of failure and the impact of failure:
low, moderate, and high. Since the decisions in the Ac<vity Format are binary, the design of the DSS
had to be slightly modiﬁed. For example, the ﬁrst decision node prompts the user to decide if the
proposed modiﬁca<on to the system has a low likelihood of failure. The user is able to select “low
likelihood of failure” or “not low likelihood of failure.” The “not low likelihood of failure” op<on would
lead the user to be prompted to decide if the proposed modiﬁca<on to the system has a moderate
likelihood of failure. Here, [W4] the user is able to select either “moderate likelihood of failure” or
“high likelihood of failure.” The impacts of poten<al failures were addressed in the same way to ﬁt the
binary representa<on of decisions in the DSS.
The output of the DSS will be the required tes<ng that a system modiﬁca<on must go through before
it may be safely implemented. The probability of failure and the system in ques<on cri<cality directly
inﬂuence the standard of tes<ng that must be implemented. At the highest level, Tier 3, sta<s<cal
tes<ng must ﬁrst be done to provide sample data to a subsequent white box test. This will use the
provided sample data to execute each branch of the soFware in the system/component being
modiﬁed. Next, Tier 2 tes<ng can be done. This includes using sample data, either from previously
conducted sta<s<cal test or system/component speciﬁca<on, to conduct a black box test. Finally, Tier
1 speciﬁes that the system/component pass a func<onal test to ensure that the system/component
operates as intended without failing.

Verification
The <ers of tes<ng that the DSS outputs are based on the levels of risk associated with
proposed modiﬁca<ons to the BWR system. Because the informa<on contained in the
CCF database is proprietary informa<on, the DSS was unable to be tested with actual
probabilis<c inputs. However, if the correct inputs are used in the DSS for the
likelihood and impact of failure based on the CCF database query, the DSS will output
the correct tes<ng <er that is needed for the proposed modiﬁca<on.
While the DSS was unable to be tested, the concept of tes<ng proposed modiﬁca<ons
based on the level of risk that they pose a risk on the BWR system could help lower the
likelihood of NEF/NMI failures in BWR systems. Performing the tes<ng that the DSS
outputs will allow engineers to understand how BWR system components react to the
proposed modiﬁca<on. By understanding how BWR system components react to
proposed modiﬁca<ons prior to their implementa<on in the opera<onal environment,
the engineers at the plant will have a be`er understanding of how the proposed
modiﬁca<on will aﬀect the BWR system. The results of tes<ng the proposed
modiﬁca<on to the BWR system will determine whether the Systems Integra<on
Engineer will implement the proposed modiﬁca<on in the opera<onal environment

Conclusion
NEF/NMI cyber-system failures can occur if the proper precau<ons are not taken when
implemen<ng modiﬁca<ons to a system. The Edwin I. Hatch nuclear power plant
experienced a NEF/NMI failure due to a conﬁgura<on change that did not go through
prior tes<ng to indicate that the conﬁgura<on change was safe to implement. The
solu<on provided above is robust enough to prevent this failure and similar BWR NEF/
NMI failures. If the engineer at the Edwin I. Hatch NPP had tested the conﬁgura<on
change prior to implemen<ng it in the opera<onal environment, the engineer would
have been able to see how the BWR system would have interacted with the
conﬁgura<on change.
The DSS was designed to aid organiza<ons in making risk-based decisions regarding
proposed modiﬁca<ons to a BWR system. This is done by u<lizing data-based
probabili<es and standardized risk categories to determine diﬀerent <ers of integra<on
tes<ng. The DSS accepts a proposed modiﬁca<on to the system and data from the CCF
database as an input. The outputs are the <ers of tes<ng that should be conducted
based on established industry standards. The results of the tes<ng can aid plant
engineers in determining if it is safe to proceed with the given modiﬁca<on.
The DSS that was created is specialized to be used in a BWR NPP, but further research
can be done to apply the concept behind the DSS to other complex systems to help
prevent NEF/NMI failures in other systems.
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